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Abstract: This position paper pays particular attention to new and upcoming areas of research where design disciplines and policy studies are exploring new ways toward convergence. This involves in particular the examination of ways in which creativity-based methodologies (i.e., co-creation and co-production) are being used in conjunction with new technologies (i.e., big data and algorithms) to deliver better policies and services. The papers examined fall into three areas including institutions and citizen engagement, new technologies and practices, and frameworks and methods. We conclude by proposing a research agenda to advance Design for Policy and Governance. The following is taken from the entirety of works that make up the first theme track assembled by the Design for Policy and Governance Special Interest Group (PoGoSIG) of the Design Research Society, ‘Design for Policy and Governance: New Technologies, New Methodologies’.
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1. Introduction

Presently, the topic of design for policy is very much open for debate as to how these two concepts differ, relate, and interact with one another. There exists very little agreement on their relational trajectory with one course, policy design, originating in the policy studies tradition while the other, design for policy, being founded in design studies. The former sees the need for policy to instrumentally embody a conscious design of its own making while the later holds that design is a pre-existing field of study unto itself that can be employed in accordance with policy formation (Bason, 2014; Howlett, 2019).

Although explicitly connected to the same subject matter, each direction is built upon differing criteria and parameters thus creating two unique starting points which at times overlap and at other times deviate considerably. Recently, the design research community has been
particularly active and developed knowledge useful to manage complex processes, characterized by the participation of actors with different interests and cultures, in which the final recipients often have an active role as co-creators and co-producers (Sangiorgi & Prendiville, 2017; Mortati, et al., 2018). Innovative services and governance models are thus being explored and developed by designers within the public sector, either built from the bottom up (collaborative services) (Deserti et al., 2020) or trialing the role and relevance of new and disruptive technologies (AI, Virtual Reality, Blockchain, …) (Kuziemski & Misuraca, 2020).

This position paper pays particular attention to these new and upcoming areas of research where design disciplines and policy studies are exploring new ways toward convergence. This involves in particular the examination of ways in which creativity-based methodologies (i.e., co-creation and co-production) are being used also in conjunction with new technologies (i.e., big data and algorithms) to deliver better policies and services.

How are these methods reconciling the perspectives of government, citizens, and society (i.e., participation in policymaking)? What makes them specific to policy making? What role is design having in exploring the uptake of new technologies for policy making and public service implementation? How is design helping complement a human approach into the typical need for quantitative evidence of Government?

Reflecting on these questions, the ‘Design for Policy and Governance: New Technologies, New Methodologies’ track of the DRS2022 Conference has aimed at exploring how design disciplines and policy studies are exploring new ways in which creativity-based methodologies are being used in conjunction with new technologies to deliver better policies and services. The selected papers concentrate on the following topics:

- **Institutions and citizen engagement**, examining the mechanisms and processes that support innovation through design for policy and governance;
- **New technologies and practices**, looking at how public administrations can be supported in transforming their processes and strengthening their collaboration with urban stakeholders;
- **Frameworks and methods**, understanding policymaking at a range of scales.

In this positioning paper, we reflect on how selected papers have contributed to the advancement of these topics. We also draw a larger picture to illustrate how design practices in policy and governance are contributing to new ways toward convergence. Finally, we will address proposing a research agenda to advance Design for Policy and Governance.

The following marks the first theme track assembled by the Design for Policy and Governance Special Interest Group (PoGoSIG) of the Design Research Society. Of the 10 papers accepted as part of this track and the various reviewers and chairs nine countries were involved including Canada, Cyprus, Denmark, Finland, India, Italy, Portugal, United Kingdom, United States.
2. Institutions and citizen engagement

Increasingly, a number of governmental institutions are turning to new approaches in policy and service design as the interest in innovation labs, evidence-based policymaking, and design thinking increases within the public sphere (McGann et al., 2018). The track ‘Design for Policy and Governance: New Technologies, New Methodologies’ investigates several papers on the topic including the application of design-led approaches to public sector innovation through policy labs (Lehtinen, 2022), design thinking among municipalities (Starostka et al., 2022), government led co-design programs (Peruzzi et al., 2022), and community-based design for resilience (Fonseca Braga et al., 2022).

Lehtinen (2022) sets out to define the application of design-led approaches to public sector innovation by highlighting the first of its kind case study on the New Zealand government Service Innovation Lab. The paper presents findings based on semi-structured interviews and documentation taken over time from professionals involved in its operation. Lehtinen argues that public sector innovation labs (PSI) have grown out of the development of design-led approaches to public policy in the past several years with practice outpacing the literature. When creating and maintaining collaborative conditions for design-led innovation approaches delivered through PSI labs selected key findings of the case study included: an authorizing environment for strategy, strong leadership and culture at the operational level, and cross sector funding in a fully neutral, separate space. The overall conclusion of the paper is that conditions for innovation within the lab could be created on a strategic and operational level through an optimal environment, leadership, and culture.

Starostka and Götzen (2022) look to better understand the role of the designer within a municipality and how public organizations engage design thinking. In order to do this the authors present three differing Denmark municipalities and define how each understands and implements both design and design thinking. The authors call for a more realistic approach to design thinking in public administration as they believe design thinking is gaining further acceptance while also voices are becoming equally critical. Their findings identify three different approaches towards design with each municipality having its own unique take demonstrating many different paths to success. The authors noted that in all cases design was used as a tool (prototypes) or process (citizen engagement). However, there remained many differences between each municipality as different implementation practices lead to differing results. They find that design can influence public administration practices in three ways: manage power relations, implement quick results, and operate on a micro-scale level. The authors conclude that at the outset design thinking was thought of as straightforward when applying it to large organizations, however this is not the case.

Peruzzi, Di Matteo, Varano, Pardini, and Carroccia (2022) address co-design and its manifestation within the Italian government when applied to innovation development. The paper
examines the implementation of a new Italian public accounting entity based on requirements developed through multidisciplinary innovation teams. The impetus of the teams was the I-Lab Program, adopted to manage and develop a focus on real needs of the end-user and provide reliable solutions. At the center of the paper lies the use of I-Lab and its allowance of collaboration via the following pillars: agile path of discovery, involvement of people, collection of user feedback, and prototyping. The paper concludes that the use of design enabled structural adoption of new models and introduced processes that allowed the achievement of user-centricity through co-design and the use of teams.

Fonseca Braga and Tsekleves (2022) examine how dialogic practices can enable community resilience when addressing inequalities in emergency and recovery efforts. Their paper attempts to demonstrate that key design capabilities can lead to effective community involvement in the decision-making process that enables community resilience. The authors focus on the recent COVID-19 pandemic and find that designers can serve a community by bringing together various stakeholders and building meaningful conversations. They propose several key design capabilities which contribute to dialogue: foster connections, take a holistic view, contribute to sense making, synthesize ideas, visualization, and active listening. In conclusion, the authors find that overall successful participatory approaches that enable resiliency within a community include empowerment, ownership, commitment, and trust-building between various groups.

The throughline of all four preceding papers includes the use of governmental institutions and citizen engagement to support innovation through design in the public sector. While several authors indicated that further investigation is critical to this area as greater complexity arises, the resounding takeaway is that design has increasingly become important within and between government and the community in regard to civic engagement and involvement of stakeholders.

3. New technologies and practices

Another important point covered by the track concerns the need for transformation for public administrations and the ways in which public services are conceived and implemented. Several tensions stress the existing model including societal transformations that require public administrations to tackle new and complex challenges such as demographic change, employment, productivity (i.e., overload of administrative processes), mobility challenges, etc. There is general agreement that the current government and public sector structure and modes of operation belong to a different age, where society was characterized by a homogeneous and relatively static population, with uniform demand for services and products (Mulgaren and Albury, 2003). The “one size fits all” approach is now in contrast with a dynamic, demanding and extremely diverse population, thus proposing challenges with no straight-forward solutions – less resources coupled with increased public expectations and societal transformations are the main source of complexity (Sun and Medaglia, 2019). For example, increased population diversity and globalization are confronting governments with aging
populations, migration, increased ethnic mix, asking: ‘What governance structures and what organizational settings are best suited to support the transformation required? What services could match the needs of such a differentiated audience?’ In parallel, increased expectations require individual responses to problems and better preparation for life choices. The public increasingly asks for a new dimension in public value, mirrored in personalization, direct involvement, and flexibility. This picture draws an uncertain future for the public sector, where technology is a strong driver for change. Disruptive technologies (Kuziemski and Misuraca, 2020), like Artificial Intelligence, virtual reality, block-chain, and others are changing opportunities and risks while accelerating change and proposing new visions connected to: increasing efficacy and effectiveness of public services, enabling personalization of public services, helping policy and decision makers anticipate public problems and use of data for public good, helping policy and decision makers to involve the population directly in problem resolution and or in making strategic decisions.

Therefore, new visions are hinting at a future of personalized policies and services where changes can be anticipated analyzing data and making the public responsive while also leveraging more effective citizen engagement. Despite promises though, new technologies are currently out of the control of policy makers. Even if the misalignment between technological revolutions and socio-institutional change is a constant element in evolutionary processes, what we are experiencing today seems far more disruptive. New ethical issues are emerging that society is not ready to handle and should be studied more thoroughly through new and necessary data being created that should be used in appropriate ways. As an example, personal decisions (such as buying an apartment or enrolling children to school) are increasingly affected by public data and despite technological potential the current scenario describes huge difficulties in handling fragmented datasets – they come from different sources, are produced in different moments, and delivered in poorly integrated forms. At the same time, public policies need to increasingly leverage personal data related to individual behavior, personal habits, investment decisions, and professional choices as these elements strongly impact local communities, quality of life, and living conditions.

The ‘Design for Policy and Governance: New Technologies, New Methodologies’ track contributes reflections to the complex debate on these issues describing both experiments with new technological tools to aid decision making (Prabhakar, 2022), and experiments on enhancing participation and public understanding of the use and benefits of these technologies (Mullagh et al., 2022).

Prabhakar (2022) presents a conceptual framework for the application of some tools for assessing the quality and effectiveness of public governance. The paper proposes a rich exploration of demand side tools used by civil society groups to proactively monitor government programmes and services, analyzing mainly three aspects: social audits in the form of public hearings, community score cards used at local levels, and citizen report cards used at multiple levels. For each of these, the author compares features and limitations to then focus on citizen report cards as the most structured and demanding in terms of organization, financial
resources, and technical skills. The paper proceeds to propose a framework to strengthen the diagnostic power of the tool as well as a set of tools to guide the reform process. The paper concludes by presenting limits along with future research to further develop the tool presented, which - if developed more - might become a useful aid to policy makers for the diagnosis of governance problems and the design of reforms.

Mullagh, Jacobs, Kwon, Markovic, Wainwright, Chekansky and Cooper (2022) investigate IoT devices in public spaces to explore how two novel methods (design fiction and walkshops) can be combined and embedded in the design of policy for IoT governance at a local level. Authors start from the recognition that IoT devices and sensors have become a daily presence in the life of citizens, irrespective of the size and strategic objectives of cities. They continue proposing a study of application of a particular design method (design fiction) in designing policies for emerging technologies in public places. In particular, they explore the potential impacts of the use of a range of IoT devices and sensors in order to support evidence-based policy development. By using design fiction and carrying out two walking workshops, in person with council officers and online with IoT experts, the authors describe benefits and barriers to the explainability of new technologies in public environments and propose a set of policy recommendations for the local public administration wishing to adopt such technologies. Finally, they explore the implications of these findings and set out an agenda for future research in this area.

Overall, these discussions identify an important area of reflection for the scholarly community working in the field of design for policy. Here, new empirical analysis and experiments are needed to better understand ways to build the intelligent, responsive, and co-created public administrations of the future with technology as a medium to support new governance as well as co-production and co-delivery of public services. Inherently to this vision, the track proposes further reflections on how to use design and technology to tackle a twofold challenge: on the one hand create pilot experiments and software co-designed with municipalities and society that can be effective to rethink the provision of public services through AI; on the other hand, envision the governance and smart public administration of the future, where automation can help shift policy making from provider of solutions to change-precursor for personalized public services.

4. Frameworks and methods

In exploring the relationship between design and policymaking there is an increasing body of work that tackles specific design methodologies within the practice of policy. Enacting policymaking at a range of scales and across vast subject areas is complex, and the potential for design to contribute is at the core of this paper. Within the realm of policy design, which has existed in various conceptualisations since Simon (1969) introduced the idea, a broad approach to design has been adopted. Most notably, the use of ‘design thinking’ has been applied to policy design, where the use of creative methods is used in solving problems. This
broad approach, which highlights the value of thinking and acting in a creative manner, embeds Simon’s definition of design as the division of ‘courses of action aimed at changing existing situations into preferred ones. Whilst this approach has been useful in enabling public managers to explore new modes and methods of policy making, it has perhaps led to a somewhat limiting view of design and its methods. Since Simon wrote ‘The Science of Design’ in 1988, design as a mode of practice and research has developed (Simon, 1969) and there are now multiple methods and approaches available to those involved in policy making that go beyond design thinking. Furthermore, policy making as a problem to be solved, and the role design can play in this has also been explored more recently (Junginger, 2014).

This track highlights the broad range of design methods that are being explored at all levels of policy making and across a range of policy areas. Writing from the perspective of public management and the potential for co-design, Bebbington, Cruickshank and Hayes (2022) explore how public value can be created through embedding design methods. The use of design is often considered within the policy cycle itself, and through the potential to engage users and policy makers within the development process through to implementation. Rather than being the exclusive domain of the designer or researcher, the authors explore how the public manager can be equipped with the tools and skills to work towards creating public value. Through explicitly exploring the use of co-design, the paper offers a unique perspective on how this design method might be used within public management.

The exploration of rapid-prototyping global health policies by Fonseca Braga et al (2022) highlights the potential of bringing a range of expertise together to quickly develop insights into complex challenges. Through carrying out online workshops, facilitated by the UNU-IIGH and supported by design researchers, rapid prototyping was used to quickly explore and develop speculative policies in the field of public health. The need for embedding situated and lived experience in the development of public health policies was a key highlight of the work. Through providing the participants (design researchers, policy makers and public health specialists) with a space in which they were free to explore and to not be concerned about potential failure, the use of rapid prototyping enabled important conversations not only about the policy, but also the methods that might be used to develop and implement it.

Often explored at particular stages in a policy cycle, such as the gathering of evidence, citizen engagement and evaluation, design also has the potential to be deployed at an ‘enlarged’ level. Monteiro et al (2022) propose that ‘design for policy’ is in itself a method, which can be deployed throughout the whole policy cycle. Using the New European Bauhaus as an example the authors propose an enlargement of the ‘design for policy’ framework that equally embraces all stages of the public policy cycle, most especially considering this to be the right time to do so.

The scale at which design methods are explored in the policy making process is discussed by Alvarez et al (2022), whose research is situated in reforming Bovine Tuberculosis in Argentina. The work explores the potential impact of design methodologies in the early stages of
the process, notably the problem-setting, sense-making and problem-solving spaces (Manzini, 2016). A key finding of the work is that we must understand and explore further the ways in which design contributes in a rigorous way to policy making, and where value lies in offering creative approaches to the formulation of policy at different scales. Furthermore, the assessment of design approaches in this realm has not been studied in depth and therefore this work offers a key contribution to our research agenda. In order to ensure the use of design and its embedding with policy making we must explore and develop methods to understand the impact of our work, which in turn can help to validate these approaches with policy makers.

Whilst the exploration of methods and frameworks within this track highlights the innovative ways in which design is being deployed in policy making and public management, it also offers the opportunity to question whether we need to adapt these or indeed to develop new methods that are specific to policy making. It is also vital that we understand the impacts of using design research and methods in policy making, which will require new tools, methods, or frameworks for assessment.

5. Proposing a research agenda to advance Design for Policy and Governance

The open questions when we discuss convergence between policy studies and design for policy are still many. Overall, the research community working in this field is still trying to build a cohesive approach and a shared understanding of the added value that design might bring when engaged with new objects, namely policy and governance settings in public institutions. The papers collected in this track contribute to the discussion around challenges and advantages of embedding design in policy making, reflecting on several issues.

When it comes to the mechanisms and processes that support innovation through design for policy and governance, we see that great strides have been taken when considering institutions and citizen engagement. There does exist some hesitance on the validity of elements such as policy labs, however the resounding takeaway is that design has increasingly become important within and between government and the community in regard to civic engagement and involvement of stakeholders.

New technologies and the related practices aimed at strengthening the collaboration between public administrations and urban stakeholders are another important area of investigation. On this topic, design researchers are working consistently to figure out methods and tools to deal competently with new technologies (i.e., Artificial Intelligence). However, scant exploration and empirical analysis is currently focused on embedding these technologies in public administrations or more in general in the public sector adopting a design approach. However, as technological advancement is unavoidable more expert research is needed to understand the value and specific competence that design can bring to support transformation at this complex junction. In this area, the design research community needs to spend
more time discussing and identifying future desirable scenarios to envision the smart, responsive, and inclusive public administration of the future, while also experimenting and prototyping ways to effectively introduce new technologies that can help shift policy making from provider of solutions to change-precursor for personalized public services.

When considering the area of understanding policymaking at a range of scales there remains much work to do. The current broad range of design methods that are being explored at all levels of policy making and across a range of policy areas is exciting. Yet, it is also vital that we understand the impacts of using design research and methods in policy making, which will require new tools, methods, or frameworks for assessment. As technology continues to offer new ways in facilitating the needs of the electorate so too will designing for and through complex problems.
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